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A class of bivariate rank tests are developed for the two-sample problem of 
testing equality of distributions against certain one-sided alternatives. These 
tests are the nonparametric analogs of a normal theory test proposed by 
Schaafsma and Smid. These tests are shown to be unbiased and the asymptotic 
distributions are obtained under the null distribution and local alternatives. 
Some asymptotic efficiency comparisons are also made. 
Let Z = (X, Y) has a continuous dfF(x, y) and Z’ = (xl, Y’) has a continuous 
df G(x, y). Suppose m independent copies Z, ,..., Z, of Z and n independent 
copiesZ1’,..., Z,’ of Z’ are given. In Section 2 of the present paper, nonparametric 
tests are developed for testing the null hypothesis F = G against a class of one- 
sided alternatives defined later in this paper. These tests are nonparametric 
analogs of the normal theory test of Schaafsma and Smid [8]. The special case 
of rank scores relates to their test in the same manner that the rank test of 
Chatterjee and Sen [3] corresponds to T2 with multisided alternatives. Conse- 
quently, the distribution theory in [5], which generalizes [3], plays an important 
role. 
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From a Pitman relative efficiency viewpoint the rank score test is compared 
with the layer rank test proposed by Bhattacharyya and Johnson [I] and the 
parametric test obtained by Schaafsma and Smid [8] for bivariate normal 
populations. 
1. AN INVARIANCE ARGUMENT 
Suppose 2 and 2’ are as defined earlier. Set 
F(x, Y) = 1 - F(x, ~0) - F(m, Y) + F(x, Y) 
and a similar expression for G(x, y). We are interested in the problem of testing 
H,, : F = G against the class of ordered alternatives Hi : {(F, G): F # G, 
F(x, y) >, G(x, y), P(x, y) < G(x, y) for all (x, y)}, which was considered by 
Bhattacharyya and Johnson [I]. It is also shown in their paper that the class 
{(F, G): G(x, y) = F(x - 8, , y - es), 8 > 0, 8 # 0} is a subset of the above 
class H1 . 
Suppose 9 is a group of transformations g such that g(Z) = {gi(x), g,(y)}, 
where g, and gs are continuous and strictly increasing. Suppose &? is the group 
consisting of the identity transformation and h, where h(Z) = h(x, y) = (y, x). 
Let B* be the smallest group containing elements generated by two subgroups 
9 and %. 
LEMMA 1.l The problem of testing the hypothesis F = G against (F, G) E HI 
on the basis of random samples Z, ,..., Z, from F and Zm+l ,..., Z, , N = m + n, 
from G remains invariant with respect to the group Y*, and the maximal invariant 
is given by the set C* containing vectors of the coordinatewise ranks. 
Proof. Lemma 2.1 of Bhattacharyya and Johnson [l] shows that the problem 
remains invariant. To obtain the maximal invariant, we denote the observations 
by Z = (Z, ,..., Z,) and set R, = (R,, ,..., R,,), where Rlj is the rank of 
Xj among Xi ,..., X, and, similarly, R, = (R,, ,..., R,,), where Rzj is the rank 
of Yj among Yi. ,..., Y,. . First consider 9. Clearly, (2) is invariant under 9 
which consist of coordinatewise monotone transformations. Further, the method 
of Example 3 in Chapter 6 of Lehmann [4] applied to each coordinate separately, 
shows that (2:) is a maximal invariant. Identifying 9 with D in Theorem 2, 
Chapter 6 of Lehmann [4], the proof of the lemma will be complete if we are 
able to show (1) that the rank matrix of h(q),..., h(zN) is the same as that of 
&1’),..., h(zN’) whenever the rank matrix of zi ,.. , zN is the same as that of 
, 21 ,*.*, ZN ‘; and (2) that the subgroup %, acting on the rank matrix, gives the 
set of row vectors as a maximal invariant. 
1 The group 9* was suggested by Dr. James Bondar. 
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Under the group of transformations &’ the rows of the matrix R are permuted 
and the collection of row vectors of R, namely C* = ((I?,,,..., RIN); (R2r,...,RsN)}, 
is clearly invariant. That this is maximal invariant can be seen as follows. 
Suppose two such collections C,* and C,* are obtained from matrices R1 
and R2, respectively, and suppose C,* and C,* are equal, i.e., C,* = {R,l, Rsl} = 
{R,a, R,2} = C,* This implies that either 
6) RI1 = RI2 and R,l = R 2 2 
or 
(ii) RI1 = R22 and R21 = R 2 1 
However, in the case of (i) R1 = R2 and in the case (ii) R1 = h(R2) Thus, by 
definition, C* is maximal invariant. 
Hence, under g*, using Theorem 2, Chapter 6, of Lehmann [4], the maximal 
invariant is given by C*. 
Remark. The above lemma also applies to the case of alternatives F # G. 
Thus in the two-sample bivariate case, the rank test proposed by Chatterjee 
and Sen [3] as well as rank tests based on other scores are a function of the 
maximal invariant under g*. 
2. A PERMUTATION TEST 
Assume that the combined sample is ranked coordinatewise, and the rank 
matrix is denoted by RN and RN* denotes the matrix obtained by permuting 
the columns of RN so that the first row is (1,2,..., n). 
Further, following [5, p. 1841, we set EN equal to the matrix of scores 
(2-l) 
where the scores EN,a = JN(a/(N + I)), 1 d a! < IV, with JN satisfying the 
Chernoff-Savage conditions (see [5, p. 951) and ENml < ENaz for (Y~ < C+ . 
We define a class of test statistics of the form 
TJ~ = TNI -I- TN2, (2.2) 
where 
TNk = k i EN.R~, ; k = 1,2. 
34 
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This definition is motivated from asymptotic considerations since TJN is the 
rank version of the normal theory test of Schaafsma and Smid [8] which is 
most stringent among tests which are somewhere most powerful. 
For the null hypothesis, the conditional moments are given in [5, p. 1851 as 
EHO( TN’: / PN) = $ g EN,a = .&, k = 1,2, 
LX==1 
covHO(TNk, T: 1 PN) = 
(2.3) 
(N6 m’ - m) ~@,*)lm(N - 11, k, h’ = 1, 2, 
where a,,~ is the Kronecker delta, 
vij(RN*) = $ 5 ENJ$N,R,, - ‘N2* 
a=1 
(2.4) 
In the special case where ENol = ar/(N + l), the covariance term involves 
Spearman’s rank correlation. Another case of interest is the normal scores test. 
The exact conditional distribution of TJN , given RN*, can be obtained by 
permuting the columns of R,,,* and calculating the values of the test statistics. 
The permutation test can be characterized by the critical function 4 
+(IiN) = 1, YN or 0 as TJN <, = or > TJN(RN*), (2.5) 
where YN is selected to make the conditional level CL Thus the unconditional 
level of significance is also (Y. 
3. UNBIASEDNESS 
In this section, we prove that a permutation test defined by (2.5), is unbiased 
for a certain subclass of the alternatives K which we denote by K*. The class K* 
contains pairs (F, G) E K such that if F is the df of (X, Y) then G is the df of 
[M-S Y>, h,(X, VI, where h, and h, are continuous maps R2 -+ R satisfying 
h,(x, 9 2 x> h&s Y) 2 Y, (3.1) 
and 
(~1 >rd 3 (~2 9~2) => h&l ,YI) 2 h&2 ,YZ) i = 1,2. (3.2) 
A strict inequality for the pairs (x, r) implies the same for hi(x, y)‘s. The sub- 
class K* has been studied in detail by Bhattacharyya and Johnson [l]. 
THEOREM 3.1. The permutation test given by (2.5) is unbiased for all alter- 
natives (F, G) E K*. 
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Proof. Let V be the class of maps of Rw into itself such that, for a given set 
of observations 2, , Za ,..., ZN , (all of which have df P), C(Z, ,..., Z,) = 
(Z, ,..a, z, ; Zk,, >***, ZN’), where Zi = [h,(Zi), h2(Zi)] i = m + l,..., N and hr , 
h, satisfy (3.1) and (3.2). If R and R’ denote the rank matrices of Z = (Z, ,..., Z,) 
and Z’ = C(Z, ,..., Z,), respectively, the relations (3.1) and (3.2) imply that 
Rij < R,, j = 1, 2 ,..., m, i = 1,2, 
Kj j=m+l***N, i 1,2. 
(3.3) 
2 = 
From a result of Lehmann [4] (cf. Problem 30, p. 256), it is then sufficient to 
prove that 4(Z) < @‘) for all h E RzN and C E g. 
In the permutation test defined in (2.5), the N! possible values are obtained 
by permuting the columns of the matrix R. Of these values, only (2) are possibly 
distinct and each distinct value occurs with frequency N!/(z). Let us denote 
this collection of possibly distinct values of the statistic by S(Z) and S(Z’), 
respectively, for Z and z’. Now the matrices R and R’ associated with Z and Z’ 
are 
and 
In order to obtain a member of S(Z), other than the statistic obtained for the 
particular sample, K columns of Rr are exchanged with an equal number of 
columns of Rn , 0 < K < min(m, n). Denote the statistic obtained after this 
operation by TJNek . If exactly the same operation is performed on columns of 
R,’ and R2’, and if the statistic obtained is denoted by TJN,k , then from (3.3) 
and the fact that the JN are nondecreasing we obtain that 
T;N.k >, TJNsk. (3.4) 
The above is true for all values of k and an arbitrary choice of the K columns. 
It also follows from (3.3) again that when there is no exchange of columns the 
statistic obtained from R is larger than the statistic obtained from R’. This 
implies that the relative position of statistic obtained from R’ within s(Z’) can 
only move to the left compared to the position of statistic obtained from R 
within S(Z) which in turn implies that increases when going the value of 4 
from Z to Z’. This completes the proof. 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY AND EFFICIENCY 
Application of a permutation test is difficult in the case of large sample sizes, 
An approximation is desirable for such cases. To study the permutation test 
defined in Section 2, one can follow the same steps as given in Puri and Sen [5]. 
In Theorem 4.1 below a result is given which is used in the calculation of 
asymptotic Pitman efficiency. 
We consider translation alternatives of the form 
G(x, y) = f(x - SIN-l/z, y - 8J’W2) ai > a i = 1,2, (4.1) 
where F(x, y) is an absolutely continuous cdf with marginal distributions Fl 
and F, . Similar results hold for changes in scale. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (m/N) + A, 0 < h < 1 and let v(RN*) = (zij(RN*)) bc 
defned by (2.4) Then 
(i) v(RN*) 5 v(F), 
(ii) -WV”“(TN~, TN~)I * @[(h , S2172), 2% WI 
where, under the alternatives defined by (4.1), 2 = (aij) with ufl = u& = 
(1 - A] h-%(F), u12 = (1 - h) h-%,,(F). Here v,,(F) = $ J”(u) du - p2, 
CL = Jo .I(4 du and AJAX = JJ" l(Fd JF2) dF - P'. M.W 
7ji = (1 - h) 




(iii) ~[N’/“T+,,l 3 @&rl, + a2r12 , 2W - 4bdF) + v12Wll. (4.3) 
Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) is contained in Puri and Sen [5], mainly 
Theorem 5.6.1 and pp. 204-205, and (iii) follows from the continuity of 
TJ, = TN1 + TN2. 
Remark. From (4.3) we observe that the null asymptotic distribution of TJ, 
is not distribution-free, because it contains v12(F). However, from (i) of the 
above theorem we observe that vr2(RN*) is a consistent estimate of v,,(F). 
Hence an asymptotically distribution-free statistic can be defined using this 
estimate to standardize TJ, . 
Employing Theorem 4.1, we find that the efficacy of TJ, is 
W - 4WW’d + S2B2(F2)12 
%(F)L-1 + PJI ’ (4.4) 
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where pJ = ~1~~(F)/wr@‘) and B,(F,) = cW r(Fi) dFi , i = 1,2 when the same 
score function is used for both variates. From (4.4) we are able to obtain the 
ARE of two tests of the form (25) b ase d on different score functions. This will, 
in general, depend on 6, and 6, . 
In particular, if we denote the test based on ranks by U, and let pF denote 
the grade correlation, the ARE of TN, with respect to UN is 
(1 + PF) 
I 
V-V-d + WW ) ’ 
1274lU + PJ) 6, Jfl” + 6, pi2 I = e(Fy s1 ’ s2)y 
(4.5) 
which depends on 6, and 6,. However, writing 
ei = B2(FJ/) 12v,, ( sfi2)‘\, i = 1, 2, 
we have 
1 + PF 
eK al , S2> = (,,)I 
Sl(J”fi”) de, + S2(Sf2”) d/e, 2 
UJfl”) + S2(S.m 1 ’ 
(e) min(e, , e,) < e(F, S, , S,) < (e) max(er , e2). (4.6) 
One could use (4.6) to investigate bounds on efficiency using the known uni- 
variate results regarding the ei . 
In the rest of this section, we concentrate on the test U,,, . 
a. E@cienty of UN Versus the Layer Rank Statistic 
Bhattacharyya and Johnson [I] obtained the efficacy of the layer rank statistic 
S, which is given by expression (4.7). 
w--X) 6 
OF2 [ IS 
1 v dF(x, y) + 6, j-1 ff$$ dF(x, y)]: (4.7) 
where 
aF2 = j-j-F2dF - (/fFdF)2. 
Therefore, the efficiency of the layer rank test with respect to UN is given by 
(4.8). 
16zFf F 61 j-j [@h r)/axl dF@, Y) + 62 j j  PFh YPYI Wx, Y) 2 =- 
2 [ 6, Jh”Cx> dx + 62 Jf2”(4 dx 
1. 
(4.8) 
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LEMMA 4.1. IfF(x, y) has continuous density f(x, y) then 
ss v  dF(x, y) = l/2 I’fi”(x) dx. (49 
Proof. By the definition of conditional distribution, for every x, 
F(x, Y> = j’ F(Y I 4fd4 du, --m 
where F(y 1 u) denotes the conditional distribution of Y given x = u. Thus 
we obtain 
Therefore 
aF(x, r>P = F(Y I 4fk4 a-e. 
ss ~dF(s,y) = jjF(y I x)fi(4f(X,~)dxdy 
= j [ jF(y I 4f (y I 4 dr] fi”M dx 
= l/2 Ifi2b9 dx, 
becausejF(y 1 x)f(y 1 x)dy = l/2 a.e. being the expected value of a continuous 
distribution function. 
Using (4.9), (4.8) reduces to 
d s,: UN = (1 + PPP4aP2 (4.101 
which shows that the above efficiency is independent of 6, i = 1,2. In the 
case X and Y are independent, this efficiency is equal to 617. Thus the per- 
formance of UN is slightly better than the layer rank statistics in the asymptotic 
sense. 
In general, unlike the univariate case, the exact evaluation of uF2 is difficult 
in the bivariate situation. In the following we will obtain an upper bound on aF2. 
Suppose that the density f  (x, y) exists. Further if F(x, y) is a df, the function 
fJ(x, Y> = F’Yx, Y) is also a distribution function. Thus for an integer n, 
1 = j j dH(x, y) = j j dF%, Y>. 
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This gives us 
1 = j-j- n(n - 1)Fn-2 [$‘(x, y,] [;F(x, y,] dx 4 
+ ss @-‘(x, r>f(x, r> dx 4’ 
= n(n - 1) [/Fn-Z (&x, y))($ F(x, y)) dx dy 
+ ~E,(F"-'(x,y)). 
Consequently 
-%(~-1) = t - (n - 1) jJF%-’ (&F(x, y))(&F(x, y)) dxdy. (4.11) 
In particular 
E,(F) = l/2 - lrn I- (&Y))(-+Y)) dx 4 --m -co 
= l/Z--o, (4.12) 
where 
and 
E(F2) = l/3 - 2 j- j-a F(x, Y) @lx> y)] [$‘(x, Y)] dx dy. (4.13) 
--m -m 
But 0 < F(x, y) <F,(x) implies 0 < E,(F(x, y)) < E#‘,(x)) = EpJFl(x)) = l/2. 
As a consequence of this result 0 < cy < l/2. Further the equality F(x, y) = F,(x) 
holds for all y only in the degenerate case when Y is a monotone increasing 
function of X, and then OL = 0. In this particular case, from (4.13), E(F2) = l/3 
and therefore var(F) = l/12. The asymptotic relative efficiency bSN:VN is 
simply 1. In the other extreme case when Y is a monotone decreasing function 
2 ofX,pr=-landar = 0 so that (4.10) does not apply directly. 
A general upper bound on up2 is obtained by making use of the fact that 
JVYx, r)l f E[F,(x) -F,(y)1 
SO that E(F2) < (pr/12) + (l/4). Therefore or2 < (pr/12) + or(l - a) < 
(m/12) + U/4). Thus 
‘sN:uN 
l+pF > l+pF 
=24aF2’-’ 6 + 2pF 
(4.14) 
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Substituting PF = -1 in the above expression we observe that dsNzUN 2 0 
and is really not indeterminant. 
b. Eficiency of UN Versus a Parametric Test 
It would be difficult to compare U, with the LR statistic, from an asymptotic 
relative efficiency viewpoint, because the LR statistic has a nonnormal asymp- 
totic distribution, see Mehrotra [7]. 
The somewhere most powerful, most stringent test of Schaafsma and Smid [8], 
for the two-sample case, would be based on VN = (x2 - xl + yS - Fl). We 
compare U, with this statistic. Note that U, is the rank version of the statistic 
V N- 
Let the covariance matrix corresponding to the df F(x, y) exist and be denoted 
‘v 
A > 0. 
By the multivariate central limit theorem, the asymptotic distribution of VN , 
under the sequence of alternatives (4.1), is given by 
q&TV,) + CD [(S, + S,), h(l 1 x) (41 + A22 + 242)]. 
As a consequence, the efficiency of V, with respect to UN has the expression 
d 20 + PF)& + &J2 VN’UN 
= W, JfiW dx + 62 J’fz”W W2(4, + A,, + 242) . 
(4.15) 
In caseF(x, y) is symmetric in (x, y), the above efficiency simplifies to 
(1 + pF)/[ I2 1 jfi2@) dJx12 b’k + &)] (4.16) 
which is independent of (6, , 6,). Finally, for the bivariate normal whose 
covariance matrix is (‘, ;), (4.16) becomes 
(1 + (6/4 sin-1(d2)>/{(3/4(1 + 4. 
The expressions (4.15) and (4.16) were obtained independently by Fryer [6]. 
When 7 = 0 and T = 1, this reduces to ~r/3, whereas for 7 = - I, after using 
the L’Hopital rule, this gives 2/d/5. From Bickel [2] we observe that the effi- 
ciency of the Hotelling T2 compared to the multisided test of Chatterjee and 
Sen [3] is also m/3, when the underlying distribution is an independent bivariate 
normal. 
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It is clear that one expects the correspondence between the efficiency results 
for one-sided and two-sided tests to be preserved. The normal score test would 
have higher efficiency than the normal theory test for nonnormal distributions. 
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